The paper consists of a study of the existence of periodic solutions of a system of differential equations using Borsuk's theorem on odd mappings. Applications are given to 22th order nonlinear vector differential systems and nth order nonlinear scalar differential equations.
Introduction.
This note concerns the existence of cu-periodic solutions of the system of differential equations 'In contrast to previous papers, the proofs presented here are based on an application of Borsuk's theorem on odd mappings to the translation operation generated by (1.1).
The main result of the paper is stated and proved in § 2. In §3, applications of the main result are discussed.
The following notation will be used. /, denotes the k x k unit matrix. If C C R", then C, Int C, and Bd C will stand for the closure, the interior, and the boundary of C. Recall that C C R" is a cone (with vertex at the origin) if XC s \Xx: x £ C] C C fot A > 0. In order to see this, note first that (2.4) implies that (2.10) \f{t, x)\ < a + p\x\ tot (t, x) £ R x Rn, where a is a suitable constant.
Let c = maxí|eDí|
x2(t, xQ) = x°2 + J f2(s, x(s, xQ))ds. To show (2.9) , note that Xj(co, xQ) -x° = 0 is equivalent to
Since characteristic roots of D are different from 2pm/cú {p = 1, 2, • • • ),
the matrix e w-/ _fe is nonsingular, which implies that there is an / > 0 such that l\w\ < \{eDaJ-In_k)w\ for all w £ Rn~k.
Since ||x2|| > h2 |x2|, xQ 4 C(yA implies that yj/22|x2| < |x°J. Hence |x0| < (1 + 1/A2.yi)|xj| and we get finally (2.13) /|x°| < caxoe^^ + cL + îi_)|*0|(e>A*a'-1).
Replacing p.^ by a smaller number if necessary, we may assume that c(l + l/A y )(e^1CÙ}-1) < '< So from (2.13) it follows that if x° satisfies xÁco, Xq) -Xj = 0, then |x | is bounded, which proves (2.9). Now let G be the set ix: |xj < r,\ n ix: ||x2|| < r2! where r2 and r, ate defined as above.
We have Bd G = F . u F 2, where F. = íx: |x. | = r. , ||*2II ^ r2^ and ^2 = '*: lXll ** r3' HX2ll = T2^m
Increasing r or r, if necessary, we may assume that r, =y r,. Then y ||x°|| < |x°| for x0 6 Fv hence xQ ¡¿ C^). Thus (2.9) implies (2.6) for xlQ£Fv Let x0 e F2. Put W(t) = ||x2(i, xQ)||. Since F2 C C(yi) and W'(t) = -~xT{t. xAHjAt, At. xj),
W(t) (2.5) and (2.8) imply that W'(t) < 0 for t £ [o, co]; hence
(2.14) ||x2U x0)|| < ||x°||, which completes the proof of (2.6).
From (2.14) it is easy to verify (2.7), for xQ e F2.
Assume xQ £ Fj, and (2.7) fails for some ß £ \}/i, l]. By (2.11), In the scalar case, instead of (3.1) one can consider a slightly more 
